Distinguishing structural and functional restraints in evolution in order to identify interaction sites.
Structural genomics projects are producing many three-dimensional structures of proteins that have been identified only from their gene sequences. It is therefore important to develop computational methods that will predict sites involved in productive intermolecular interactions that might give clues about functions. Techniques based on evolutionary conservation of amino acids have the advantage over physiochemical methods in that they are more general. However, the majority of techniques neither use all available structural and sequence information, nor are able to distinguish between evolutionary restraints that arise from the need to maintain structure and those that arise from function. Three methods to identify evolutionary restraints on protein sequence and structure are described here. The first identifies those residues that have a higher degree of conservation than expected: this is achieved by comparing for each amino acid position the sequence conservation observed in the homologous family of proteins with the degree of conservation predicted on the basis of amino acid type and local environment. The second uses information theory to identify those positions where environment-specific substitution tables make poor predictions of the overall amino acid substitution pattern. The third method identifies those residues that have highly conserved positions when three-dimensional structures of proteins in a homologous family are superposed. The scores derived from these methods are mapped onto the protein three-dimensional structures and contoured, allowing identification clusters of residues with strong evolutionary restraints that are sites of interaction in proteins involved in a variety of functions. Our method differs from other published techniques by making use of structural information to identify restraints that arise from the structure of the protein and differentiating these restraints from others that derive from intermolecular interactions that mediate functions in the whole organism.